Caching is a technique to reduce the communication load in peak hours by prefetching contents during off-peak hours. Recently Maddah-Ali and Niesen introduced an information theoretic framework for coded caching, and showed that significant improvement can be obtained compared to uncoded caching. Considerable efforts have been devoted to identify the precise information theoretic fundamental limit of such systems, however the difficulty of this task has also become clear. One of the reasons for this difficulty is that the original coded caching setting allows multiple demand types during delivery, which in fact introduces tension in the coding strategy to accommodate all of them. In this paper, we seek to develop a better understanding of the fundamental limit of coded caching by investigating single demand type systems. We first show that in the canonical threeuser three-file systems, such single demand type systems already provide important insights. Motivated by these findings, we focus on systems where the number of users and the number of files are the same, and the demand type is when all files are being requested. A novel coding scheme is proposed, which provides several optimal memory-transmission operating points. Outer bounds for this class of systems are also considered, and their relation with existing bounds is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Caching is a technique to alleviate communication load during peak hours by prefetching certain contents to the memory of the end users during off-peak hours. Recently, Maddah-Ali and Niesen [1] proposed an information theoretic framework for caching, and showed that coded caching can achieve significant improvement over uncoded caching. This caching system, with N files and K users, operates in two stages: during the prefetching stage, each user fills the cache memory of size M with information on the files, and during the delivery stage, the users reveal their requests, and the central server broadcasts common information of size R to all the users, which can be used jointly with the cached contents to fulfill the requests.
The optimal tradeoff between M and R is of fundamental importance in this setting, the characterization of which has attracted significant research effort. Schemes for both uncoded prefetching and coded prefetching have been proposed [1] - [9] , The work of Shuo Shao is supported by NSFC-61872149. The work of J. Gómez-Vilardebó was supported in part by the Catalan Government under Grant SGR2017-1479, and in part by the Spanish Government under Grant RTI2018-099722-B-I00 (ARISTIDES). The work of K. Zhang and C. Tian was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grants CCF-18-32309 and CCF-18-16546. and various outer bounds have also been discovered [11] - [14] . Nevertheless, except a few special cases, the fundamental limit of coded caching systems still remains unknown.
In the placement phase, each user has no prior knowledge of the demands in the delivery phase, and the prefetched contents need to be properly designed to accommodate all possible demand vectors. In a recent work [10] (see also [11] ), the notion of demand type was introduced to classify the demand vectors, which lead to simplifications in a computer-aided investigation of the outer bounds. From this perspective, the original setting [1] in fact allows fully mixed demand types, and it appears that one reason for the afore-mentioned difficult is the tension among the coding requirements to accommodate these demand types. Thus a natural question is how different demand types impact this optimal (M, R) tradeoff.
To develop better understanding of this issue, in this work we consider single-demand type systems, where during the placement phase, the users and server know a priori that the demand vector in the delivery phase must be of a given demand type. Clearly, single-demand type systems have a more relaxed coding requirement than the original setting, however, it is still highly nontrivial since each single demand type allows a rich set of possible demand vectors. Because of the relaxed coding requirement, schemes for the fully mixed demand type system will also be valid for a single demand type system, however, an outer bound for the fully mixed demand type systems may not hold for a single demand type system.
Our main contribution in this paper is as follows. Firstly, in Section III we collect the best known inner bounds and outer bounds for both fully mixed demand type systems and single demand type systems in the literature for the canonical (N, K) = (3, 3) system, some of which are from very recent developments [6] , [8] in the area. This exercise reveals that although the demand type where all files are requested may pose a significant challenge in terms of characterizing the fundamental limit, codes designed for this demand type can in fact achieve (M, R) pairs that are strictly impossible for another demand type. This is contrary to popular belief that such a demand type is the "worst case", and also confirms that there is indeed a tension for codes designed for different demand types, and a fully mixed system would need to balance such conflicting interests. Next, in Section IV we focus on the case N = K and for the demand type where all files are requested, and propose a new code construction based on a novel sub-packetization design. The construction is a generalization of the code recently proposed in [8] , however, in contrast to the code specific designed for N = K = 3 or 4 that yields a single (M, R) pair each, our construction is for general N when N = K which can produce multiple new (M, R) points. Finally, in Section V we consider outer bounds for such single demand type systems, where several existing bounds are first verified to be valid for this relaxed setting, and additionally a new outer bound is identified; the outer bounds indeed match the proposed scheme in some cases.
II. SINGLE DEMAND TYPE SYSTEMS
In an (N, K) coded caching system, there are N mutually independent uniformly distributed files (W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W N ), each of F bits. There are K users, each with a cache memory of capacity M F bits. In the placement phase, each user stores some content, denoted as Z k for user-k's content, in its cache memory. In the delivery phase, user-k requests a file d(k), and a central server broadcasts a message X d(1),d(2),...,d(K) of rate RF bits to every user, such that each user can decode the requested file, together with the cached contents. The optimal tradeoff between M and R is the fundamental mathematical object of interest.
The notion of demand type was first introduced in [10] (see also [11] ), which is restated below.
Definition 1: For a demand vector (d(1), d(2), . . . , d(K)) in an (N, K) coded caching system, denote the number of users requesting file W n as m n , where n ∈ [1 : N ]. We call the vector obtained by sorting the values (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m N ) in a decreasing order as the demand type of (d(1), d(2), . . . , d(K)).
For example, in an (N, K) = (3, 3) system, the demand vector (d(1), d(2), d(3)) = (1, 2, 1) belongs to the demand type (2, 1, 0). As mentioned earlier, characterizing the fundamental tradeoff between M and R for fully mixed demand type systems appears rather difficult, despite considerable efforts. Hence, we consider a single demand type system in our paper, where it is known a priori that the demand vector must belong to a given type. As a special case, when N = K and the demand type is (1, 1, . . . , 1), we refer it as a fully demanded coded caching system, or fully demanded system for short.
Our interest is thus to characterize the achievable region of all (M, R) pairs for such single demand type systems, for which the prefetching strategy can be designed accordingly. For example, for the (N, K) = (3, 3) system, the coded caching system for the single demand type (2, 1, 0) only needs to accommodate the following demand vectors
III. FULLY MIXED AND SINGLE DEMAND TYPE SYSTEMS: THE (3, 3) CASE
In this section, we consider the canonical (N, K) = (3, 3) system, and collect the best known inner bounds and outer bounds for both fully mixed demand type systems and single demand type systems in the literature. This exercise reveals important insight and fundamental differences between the two classes of systems.
A. The Fully Mixed Demand Type System
The best known outer bound for this system can be found in [11] , which are all the non-negative pairs of (M, R) satisfying the constraints
The lower convex hull of the best known inner bound, on the other hand, is given by the lower convex hull of the points
where the second and third points are achieved by the scheme in [6] , while the others can be achieved by that in [1] .
B. Single Demand Type Systems
Next we provide the best known results for the three single demand type systems for (N, K) = (3, 3).
1) For the system with the demand type (3, 0, 0), the achievable region is precisely all the non-negative
i.e., in this case, the inner bound and the outer bound match. The outer bound can be obtained by a simple cut-set argument [1] , while the inner bound is trivial through a memory-sharing argument. 2) For the system with the demand type (2, 1, 0), the achievable region is precisely all the non-negative (M, R) such that
In this case, the corner points (1, 1) and (2, 1/3) can be achieved using the scheme in [1] , and (0, 2) and (3, 0) are trivial. The outer bound was established in [11] . 3) For the system with the demand type (1, 1, 1) , the best known outer bound is given as [11] 3M
The lower convex hull of the best known inner bound is given by the lower convex hull of the points (0, 3), (1/3, 2), (1/2, 5/3), (1, 1), (5/3, 1/2), (2, 1/3), (3, 0) .
The second and the third points can be achieved by the scheme in [6] , the point (5/3, 1/2) by the scheme in [8] , and the others by that in [1] .
C. Fully Mixed vs. Single Demand
By comparing the rate region of different demand type systems in Fig.1 , we make the following observations:
1) The point (5/3, 1/2), which is achievable for the system with the single demand type (1, 1, 1) as shown in [8] , is in fact not achievable for the (2, 1, 0) demand type, thus also not achievable for the fully mixed demand system. 2) Between fully mixed and single demand type systems, single demand type systems can indeed achieve lower rates than the fully mixed demand system. 3) Different single demand type systems provide different out bounds for the fully mixed system, with the one with fewer files demanded produce better bounds at high memory regimes, while those with more files being better at low memory regimes. The first observation implies that the case when all files are requested is not necessarily the "worst case", contrary to popular belief. Thus designing codes for this demand type alone is not sufficient to yield the optimal scheme for the fully mixed demand type systems. Motivated by the observations above and the new code construction in [8] , which only provided a single point N = K = 3 or N = K = 4, in the sequel we focus on the case N = K for general N , and with a fully demanded system.
IV. INNER BOUNDS FOR (N, K = N ) FULLY DEMANDED CODED CACHING
We propose a novel code construction (N, K = N ) for general N values, whose performance is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: For an (N, K) caching system with the single demand type (1, 1, . . . , 1) and N = K, the following ratememory pairs are achievable.
for r = {0, ..., K − 1}.
Note that for N = 3 and N = 4, by setting r = K − 2, we recover the operating points given in [8] ; on the other hand, setting r = 0 gives the point in [7] (see also [4] ). Operating points for other values of r are previously unknown to be achievable in this system. In the sequel we provide the code construction, which is also illustrated with an example for N = K = 4, and r = 2.
The proposed scheme combines uncoded and coded prefetching. The delivery strategy and the uncoded prefetching part of the scheme follow the original scheme in [1] , where coded subfiles are transmitted to simultaneously serve the demands of r + 1 users. The additional coded prefetching is designed to further exploit the coded transmissions. Given a user k, we will prefetch three types of subfiles: 1) Type I Subfiles: Place the uncoded subfiles W f,R,s for every file f ∈ F and every R and s satisfying k ∈ R and thus k = s . Observe that there are m I = N K−1 r−1 (K − r) of these subfiles.
A. Prefetching
2) Type II Subfiles: Next, place the coded subfiles bits, the required cache load at users equals
B. Delivery
Consider the delivery transmission for a fixed s. For every set R + ⊂ K\s with r + 1 users, i.e. |R + | = r+1, the server broadcasts
Since s / ∈ R + , the total number of transmissions associated to a given s is K−1 r+1 , and the total number of transmission is and over the number of each file's subfiles
C. Decoding Subfiles Uncoded at Users Different from u Firstly we consider the decoding at user u of subifiles 
Recall that user u caches
Thus, user u can compute
where
f ∈F W f,R,u is cached in user u as well, hence W d(u),R,u can be decoded by the user u.
E. An Example: (N, K) = (4, 4) and r = 2
Set r = 2, and thus there are K r K−r 1 = 12 subfiles per file. This corresponds to the point (M, R) = (11/4, 1/3), which can be achieved by the scheme in [8] . We now present a new approach using the proposed scheme. The prefetching strategy is shown in Table I , which contains all cached symbols in User 1. Consider demand (W1, W2, W3, W4), our delivery strategy yields a transmission of four coded symbols, as specified in Table II . The decoding process is as follows. First, observe that, the 6 requested subfiles W1,13,2, W1,14,2, W1,12,3, W1,14,3, W1,12,4, W1,13,4 are cached uncoded by User 1. Second, the 3 subfiles W1,34,2, W1,34,2, W1,34,2 can be directly decoded from the three transmissions (11) (12) (13) , respectively, since in each transmission all other subfiles are stored uncoded by User 1. Third, we can use the transmission (10) , to recover the remaining 3 subfiles of W 1 , which are coded at the cache of User 1, as
Hence all the 12 subfiles of W 1 are successfully recovered by User 1. The decoding steps for the other users follows the same pattern.
V. GENERAL OUTER BOUNDS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we consider the outer bounds of the fully demanded system. We first verify the validity of several existing outer bounds derived for the fully mixed demand type system, in the context of this single demand type system setting. Then, a new outer bound is provided, which is only applicable to the fully demanded system.
A. General Outer Bounds for Fully Demanded System
In this subsection we give out two outer bounds in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. Theorem 2 is induced from the outer bounds of the original fully mixed demand type system in [12] , and Theorem 3 is identified merely for the fully demanded coded caching system. Two different sets of outer bounds were given in [12] . One is obtained by the intersection of outer bounds derived using single demand types, hence only one particular outer bound remains valid for our setting which however becomes trivial, another set of outer bounds still holds, as its core inequality
holds exactly for the fully demanded coded caching system. Fig. 2 : Inner bounds and outer bounds for the (5, 5) system with demand type (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) .
Therefore, we have the following theorem. Theorem 2 (Yu et al. [12] ): In the (N, K = N ) coded caching system with demand type (1, 1, . . . , 1), all achievable (M, R) rate pairs are lower-bounded by the lower convex envelop of the points
where s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} and ∈ 0, 1, . . . , K.
Similarly, the outer bound of the worst case rate in [14] is also valid for this setting. However it is weaker than Theorem 2 (see Fig. 2 ), hence the details are omitted here. We can also prove the following outer bound.
Theorem 3: In the (N, K = N ) coded caching system with demand type (1, 1, . . . , 1), all achievable (M, R) rate pairs must satisfy:
The proof of this bound is omitted due to space constraint. We note that [8] , a similar outer bound was established for N = 3, 4, and Theorem 3 generalizes those bounds. When setting r = K − 2 in Theorem 1, the achievable rate pair (M, R) = (K − 2 + K−1 K , 1 K−1 ) indeed matches this outer bound, hence optimal for the fully demanded system. The inner bounds and outer bounds are shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that three new operating points (7/5, 3/2), (13/5, 2/3) and (19/5, 1/4) are obtained by the proposed code construction.
VI. CONCLUSION
We considered the single demand type coded caching systems in this work. For the canonical (3, 3) system, the single demand type systems are compared thoroughly with fully mixed demand type systems. Even in this case, we see that codes designed for the demand type (1, 1, 1) in fact operates strictly outside of the achievable region of the (2, 1, 0). This is contrary to the popular belief that the fully demanded system is "the worst case". We then proposed a new scheme for the fully demanded system, which can achieve the rate pair (M, R) = (r + r+1 K , K 1+r − 1) with r ∈ [0 : K − 1]. Lastly, we adapted several outer bounds original obtained for the fully mixed demand type systems, and also identified a new outer bound specific for the single demand type (fully demanded) system. The proposed code construction provide operating point that indeed match the outer bounds in some cases.
